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H EALT H PBOFESS'O'US LEG I S'/.T I O N REV I EW
0n December 14th, 1987, the Board of Exam-
iners in Psychology received from the Health
Professions Legislation Revisv a document set-
[ing out 12 activities which it, proposed should
be licensed and the sta[ements for scope of
prac[ice for 2l disciplines. Only one of the acts
proposed for licensure is of direct inLerest to
Psychology, viz. diagnosis. The Review offers
the f0llowing statement as the scope of practice
for Psychology which excludes the act of diag-
nosls:

The prac[ice of psychology is the assess-
ment of behaviour and mental processes,

-. and tffirnent of maladaptive or unde-
sired behaviour, to maintain or enhance
physical, intellectual, emotional, social and
interpersonal functioning.
All twelve licensed ac[ivi[ies are awarded

medicine whose scope of practice is defined as:
The practice of medicine is the diagnosis,
assessment, tr€atment and prevention 0f
any disease inlury dysfunction or other
physical or mental condition.
A letter from Alan M. fthwartz accompany-

ing this document offered a iustification for the
licensure proposals. The most controversial
item is that of the licensing of diagnosis and the
restriction of this activity to medicine and den-
tistry.'lb quote from Mr. schwartz's letter:

The Revisv was convinced of the need Lo
license diagnosis bo limit the risk of harm
inherent in a mis- or missed diagnosis.
Under the Reviov's model, those without a
licence t0 diagnose would be prohibited
from providing or purporting to provide an
individual with a conclusive s[atement,
about the aetiology of his or her condition,
disease or pathology.
What, the Revisv does NOI intend [0 restrict
thmugh bhe licensure of "diagnosis" is the
ability of others to assess their pa[ients or
clients, as they do now. We recognize that
under[aking treatment, 0f any sort in the
absence of an assessment would be im-
proper practice, and would fall below the
standards of care of any profession.

In recognition of this fact, the proposed
general scope of practice statements of
many professions include the word "assess-
ment': The Reviqv believes that the pro-
posed system will not in any way impede
practitioners no[ licensed [o diagnose from
assessing their patients or clients 0o deter-
mine the applicability of a particular range
of trcatments and from undert'aking a
course of treatment in appmpriate situa-
tions. As is the case troday, if the treatment

has no beneficial effect, or if the patient
continues to deteriorate, fur[her investiga-
tion is undertaken or, where appropriate a
referrallo another profession is made.

In our view, a diagnosis, as outlined
above, is rarely necessary or, in fact, done.
We believe for example that an assessment,
rather than a diagnosis is precisely what a
physician or dentist does in mos[ instances.

With the use of this language the Review
intends 0o signal that ther€ is a distinction
between diagnosis and assessment. The
key distinction is that, a diagnosis is more
absolute, in that a definitive conclusisn
aboub the health state of an individual is
reached, based on an analysis of physio-
logical causality.
Registrants will recall that, the scope of

practice stat€ment proposed by the Board to
the Revisv and repor[ed in THE BULLETIN
(Nov., 19BO) included the term "diagnosis'i In
the ligh[ of Mr. schwartz's charac[erization of
diagnosis and his proposalthat it be a licensed
act not accorded psychology, the Board views
the proposed definition and licensureof diagno-
sis as badly conceived and quite out 0f touch
with the realities of contemporary psycholog-
ical practice The following submission has
been sent bo Mr. &hwartz and the Health
Professions Legislation Revisv.

T H E BOARD'S SUBM'SS'OAI
The Board wishes to [ake issue with the scope
of practice definition offered for psychology in
the document entitled "General Scope State-
ments Pmposed by the Reviov" and we will
submit a new statement which we believe to be
consisten[ with the-general position of tlg &
visv and with the realities of the current prac-
[ice of psychology. Before doing this, however, it
will be necessary to discuss the understanding
of the licensed act of diagnosis as set out in Mr.
Schwartz's letter of December 11th, 1987.

First, of all, we wish to indicate our agree-
ment with the position that decisions as l0
licensure should be based 0n potential harm
and that concerns for quality of care seem
better served by a protected title by mecha-
nisms within each governing body's iurisdic-
[ion, and by those mechanisms which maintain
high standards of institutional practice. Sec-
ondly, we agr€e with the conceptualization of
'assessment' and its distinction from diagnosis.
As Mr. Schwartz points out, most, of the work of
health pmfessionals, including physicians and
dentists, involves assessment rather than diag-
nosis. An assessment of the pr€sent sbate 0f a

patient or client should provide the basis for
selecting a particular treatment, by the practi-
Lioner. Similarly, ongoing assessment, 0f the
patient or client in therapy should determine
whether a lreatment, is tro be conttnued. a new
therapeutic modality adopted, or a referralto a
mor€ appropriate clinician considered. Our dif-
ficulties begin with the statements used to
characterrze 'diagnosisi It is here that we both
seek and offer clarification.

0n page three of Mr. Schwartz's letter it is
pmposed that licensure of diagnosis would
prohibit those without a licence from "provid-
ingor purporting [o provide an individual with
a conclusive s[atement about the aetiology 0f
his or her condition, disease or pathology'l
First let us consider wha[ is t0 be underslood
by "aetiology" and subsequently we willexam-'
ine the "conclusive stat€men[" component of
the anticipated statement 0f prohibition.

Later wording on page three of Mr. Sch-
wartz's letter amplifies the meaning a[tributed
by the Revierv to both the [erms "diagnosis"
and "aetiology" wherein the former is viewed
as r€prcsenting "a definitive conclusion about
the health s[ate of the individual, based on
an analysis of physiological causality".
"Aetiology" is not a medical term frequently
encountered today since it so s[rongly connotes
an older medical philosophy which held that
each disease had a single physical or physio-
logical cause. This philosophy of medical re-
search and practice served medicine well in the
past, but, has been superceded in most areas of
practice by more sophisticated views of caus-
ality. C,ontemporary views hold that, for many
disorders or conditions, differing configura-
tions of causative factors accoun[ for the pres-
ence of rhe disorder-in different individuals.
Such views also extend the range of causative
factors, to be considered in the diagnostic pro-
cess, beyond the physical or physiological to
include, or exclusively involve psychological
facLors of an emotional, cognitive or behavioral
nature. While this last, point may be generally
undersLood and accepted for a wide range of
men[al or behavioral disorders, it should be
trorne in mind that, it also applies [o many
conditions commonly thought of as physical
disorders such as anorexia nervosa, ceftain
forms of childhood asthma, etc. The point [o be
made is that in the contemporary practice of
psychology and some other disciplines, diagno-
sis is understood !o be a technical description
of the causal factors underlying a disorder,
dysfunction or condition and is not confined to
an analysis of physiological facuors.
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The discussion on page three of Mr. fth-
wartz's letter attributes lo diagnosis the prop-
erty of being a "definitive conclusion" about the
health state of an individual. This terminology
implies an authoritative character that the Re-
visv believes should be asuibed to a diagnosis
not only by the patient, bu[ also, presumably,
by others who deal with the patient or client,
and who are authorized by the patient [o re-
ceive informa[ion such as a diagnosis. We
would agr€e that, it is this patient-sanctioned
use of a diagnosis by third parties that distin-
guishes it, fmm an assessment and that is the
major source of potential harm which warrants
licensing of diagnostic activities. Howevet by
the definition of diagnosis that is employed by
the Revisv and by the failure to award psychol-
ogy the licensed act of diagnosis, the Review's
pmposal flies in the face of the realities of the
contemporary prac[ice of psychology. The fol-
lowlng arc a few of many possible examples
wherein psychologists engage in a diagnostic
process, as we believe this should be under-
stood, and offer Lo patients or clients and those
that, they sanction as recipients, definitive con-
clusions about their health state which usually
result in malor decisions as [o their manage-
ment, disposition 0r [reatment by others.

EXAMPLE 1: Children with a history of
serious academic lailure frequently are asked
by parents or educaLional agencies Lo be seen
by a psychologist so that definitive conclusions
may be received which will influence the place-
ment of the child, the type of remedial program
offered, and yet o[her aspecLs of the manage-
men[ of the child aL home and at school.

EXAMPLE 2: InfanLs showing serious devel-
opmental failures in socializa[ion, language ac-
quisiLion, motor skill acquisition, etc., are likely
to be referred [o a psychologist for testing oi
cognitive developmenL, functional skills and
neuropsychological integrity. From such evalu-
a[ions definitive conclusions will be offered by
the psychologist to parenLs, pediatricians, etc.,
that will influence decisions made regarding
hospital placement, the use of a home stimula-
tion program, erc.

EXAMPLE 3: Psychologists are frequently
asked by clients, their lawyers, 0r their attend-
ing physician, [o offer definitive conclusions as
bo the likelihood, extent, and locus of brain
damage following injury or physical illness.
Such diagnostic iudgments may influence the
awards made t0 a client by a court and may
influence the nature of trea[ment or manage-
ment, prcgrams offered by surgeons, physi-
cians or other health professionals.

EXAMPLE 4: Psychologists are frequently
accepted as expert witnesses in a wide variety
of court actions before the Supreme Court of
Ontario, and as such invi[ed to provide defini-
tive statements regarding a patienb's or client's
depression or other emotional condition and its
severity.

EXAMPLE 5: When divorcing parents are in
dispute regarding the custody of children, psy-
chologists may be asked by the parents or their
lawyers, or be ordered by the court, to s[udy all
the significant, participants and their interrela-
tions so that they may offer parents and the
coun definitive conclusions as to what arrange-
ments are likely to be in the best, interest of the
children. Such judgments may influence the
cour['s disposition 0f custody and may well
affect decisrons regarding access and o[her
matteN [hat bear on [he mental and physica]
health and development of the children.

EXAMPLE 6: Psychologists are often asked
to address problems in staff organization,
trarning and selection which sometimes bear
on matters of health and safety. certain iobs or
positions may be associated with a high rate of
physical iniury, absenteeism, psychologial
burn-out, or disabling levels of anxtety. Study of
such situabions may lead bo definitive conclu-
sions regarding the sor[ oi individuals to be
selected to avoid such personal hazards. In
other instances bhe conclusions may require a
change in the iob definition or in the prepara-
tory [raining for the iob in question.

There are many such examples that can be
drawn from the everyday work of psycholo-
gists, working within and outside the health
care areas, that, illustra[e the reality that psy-
chologists in lheir assessmenl and analyses do
make definitive conclusions about, disorders,
conditions or other problems that are regarded
by clients, lawyers, iudges, physicians and
other health care workers as authoritative. If
one does not subscribe to a narrow and rather
archaic view of diagnosis, but understands by
[his term an informed [echnical appreciation of
the causal factors accounting for [he presence
of a disorder, problem or condition in a partricu-
lar individual or situation, then we believe that
one must conclude that psychologists do make
diagnoses. If, on the other hand, it is insisted
that, the older narrow medical view of diagnosis
is to prevail, then we submit that an act be
recognized and licensed that does fit our con-
ception of diagnosis. Let this newly recognized
act be termed "psychological diagnosis"', but
we strongly believe that, it, should be recognized
as a licensed ac[, nol necessarily restricted to
psychologis[s, due b0 the potential for harm
[hat exists in this activi[y. We believe this is a
necessary componen[ of new legislation if psy-
chologists are [o continue in their practices
without experiencing new restraints or exclu-
srons.

Over the lastr few years, the Board of Exam-
iners in Psychology has been responsive [o
the various requests from the Health Profes-
sions Legislation Review for information, ana-
lysis and opinion. We believe that an objective
appraisal of our submissions will iudge them
0o show extraordinary concern for public inter-
est, creativeness in content, and exemplary con-

sideration for related disciplines. We have
accepted, at considerable cost, indeterminate
delays in revisions of our legislation, and have
shovrn patience in the slow and mystifying
prccesses of the Review. The Review may there-
fore understand our dismay in receiving fhe
proposals for Psychology's scope of practice
which clearly, and arbitrarily, deny to our pro-
fession critically important functions that we
now practise, but award these func[ions to
disciplines whose preparation for such practice
is questionable. Both in the in[erests of the
public and our profession, we canno[ accept the
Review's proposals for Psychology.

In offering our new s[a[ement of scope of
practice, we have assumed lhat the weight of
opinion within the Review will be towards the
retention of the older medical meaning of "diag-
nosis" and, accordingly, we have employed the
expression "psychological diagnosis" to con-
vey our concep[ualization oi the diagnostic
processes in which psychologists engage. We
would like fo nobe that the training of psy-
chiatrists overlaps that of psychologists with
respect to psychodiagnos[ic procedures and
that, we would not, ques[ion the award of this
licensed act to psychiatrists. We would ques[ion
the appropria[eness of adding [his act to the
scope oi prac[ice of medicine. The Review de-
fines trhe scope of practice ior all other health
professions, save medicine and nursing, in
terms of their unique focus. The scope of prac-
tice of medicine, however, is framed in an all-
encompassing generality which permits physi-
cians [o perform [he functions of all other
health professionals regardless of the lack of
relationship that their trraining and experience
might bear to the functions claimed. We must
take issue with this general formula, we do no[
believe that the limited [raining and examina-
tion in psychiatry and psychology received by
undergraduate medical students in Canadian
universities represents adequate pfeparation
for the assumption of the psychological diag-
nostic functions performed by psychologists or
psychiatrists.

The following is the defini[ion of the scope of
prac[ice for Psychology novi proposed:

The practice of Psychology is the assess-
ment, prevention, [reatment and psychological
diagnosis of behaviour and mental disorders,
dysfunctions and conditions, and the enhance-
ment and maintenance of physical, intellectual,
emotional, social and interpersonal function-
mg.

'"Psychological diagnosis" is used as the most generic
term rather than "psychOdiagnosis" or "behavioral analy-
sis of problems" or o[her psychological terms which con-
vey the same general meaning sought here, but also have
specific connotations that will be minimized here.

In addition t0 the Board Members and staff.
contributrons [0 this submission have been
made by Bruce Quarrington and Carson Bock.



DISCIPLINARY ACNON
0n May B, 1987 Dr. David Jackson and Dr.
Marti Smye having carried on business under
a corporate name, were charged with profes-
sional misconduct under the Psychologists
Registration Act. The particulars of the allega-
[ion were that, they were guilty of professional
misconduct in that they failed to maintain the
slandards of practice of the profession by incor-
porating their practice of psychology as Jack-
son Smye Inc. and by practising psychology as
Jackson Smye Inc. in contravention of section
3(1) of the Business C,orporations Act, 1982,
s.0. 1982, C.4.

0n September 10, 1987 an agreemen[ was
reached between Drs. Jackson and Smye and
the Ontario Board of Examiners in Psychology.
@ithdrav theeharges and
Drs. Jackson and Smye agreed t0 take [he
following corrective steps:
(1) As the principals of Jackson Smye Inc., they

willcausethe name of that corporation to be
changed Lo a name that does not include the
names Jackson or Smye;

(2) From the date of the agreement they will not
carry on the practice of psychology nor will
they make any representation to [he publ,c
as Lo their practice of psychology in coniunc-
tion with any corporation;

(3)They will change all invoices, letlerhead,

SELECflNG A NAME FOR
A PHUATE PRACNCE

The issue of bhe use of a trade name for a
psychologist's practice is relevan[ to the issue
of incorpora[ion. The Board therefore decided it
would be useful bo reprint the following article
which originally appeared in the July 1980
issue of The Bulletin.

The Board of Bxaminers has been referred
to a number of instanceSln which psycholo-
gists have selected special titles for their
private practices, such as "lnstitute for
. . . ' l ftntre for . . . ' l ". . . Clinic', and
SO or; names which may suggest that
the practice constitutes a large and mixed
aggr€gate of recognized practitioners, or
even some kind of institutional backing.
Appendix B, Section 2 of the Standards of
Professional Conduct stat€s that titles used
by psychologists in announcing their prac-
tices must be in the name of the individual
psychologist or in the name of a partnership
where there are actual or active partners.
The Board considers that names other than
those of the practising psychologists arr
misleading and confusing to the public, and
also tend to obscure the fact tha[ it is an
individual psychologist, who is responsible
for the conduct of the prac[ice r

NCONPORATION OF A PSYCHOLOG'ST'S PNACNCE
business cards or any other documents by
which they r€pr€sent themselves as psy-
chologists [0 the public in which there is any
rcfercnce lo a corporation;

(4)They will provide verification of compliance
with the agreement;
and

(5)The Board may publish an account of the
agreement in its Bulletin.

BOAND GU IDELI N ES NESPECI I N G
INCONPORATION

Although numerous articles have appeared in
The Bulletin advising psychologists of the pro-
hibition against incorporating their practices,
the Board decided to develop a set 0f guidelines
t0 further clarifit the issues for psychologists.
Censeguefltly, at- its rnceting ofl\olember 18,
1987 the Board adopred the f0llowing guide-
lines:
1. No psychologist shall incorporat€ his or her

practice of psychology.
2. No psychologist shall participate as an offi-

cer, director or shareholder of a corporation
whose principal business is to practise psy-
chology.

3. As of the datre of publication, no psychologist
shall participate as an employee of a corpo-
ration whose principal business is Lo prac-
tise psychology.

4. The principal business of a corporation is t0
practise psychology when the predominant
part of its business is included within the
definition of the scope of practice of psychol-
ogy published fmm time to time by the
Ontario Board of Examiners in Psychology.

5. Where a corporation offers the services of a
psychologist as an adiunct to its business,
that psychologist shall not allow his or her
name t0 be used as part of the corporate
name or business style of the corporation.
The Board decided that the definition of the

scope of practice set ou[ in its March 30, 1967
submission to the Health Professions Legisla-
tion Revierv will be used to satisfy the require-
ments of guideline number 4. This definition
reads as follows:

Ile_ pfq@Lcq of psychology is the assess-
ment, diagnosis and treatment of behaviour
and mental processes, research and other
professional services usually performed by
a psychologis[ in Ontario for the purpose of
assessing and understanding behaviour
and mental processes, ameliorating malad-
aptive or undesired behaviour, and main-
taining or enhancing the physical, intellec-
tual, emotional, social and interpersonal
functioning of individuals, groups or organi-
zations. I

PSYCH O LOGI CAL4SSESS'I4E UTS FO R T H E
PUNPOSE OF SELECflON OR PROMUNON

Psychologists are frequently engaged by large
companies tro assess applicants being consid-
ered for employment or promotion. One psy-
chologist has asked the Board t0 prepare a
sbatement about the right of the candidate, for
employment or promotion, to see the report
about him or her submitted by the psychologist
to the employer.

It is important for psychologists to have a
clear understanding of the nature of their pro-
fessional obligation in situa[ions of this sort. In
the course of assisting in personnel selection
psychologists may perceive the company t0 be
the only client and assisting the company [o be
their only obligation.

Although professional standards do not
always directly address the unique aspects of
psychological services in the area of personnel
sefection, Ihe Standards of Professional Con-
ducr include within the definition of a client
"those users who are dircct recipients of psy-
chological services'l and identify "assessment
of the func[ioning of individuals" as a "psy-
chological service I Therefore, in conducting
assessments of individuals for the purpose of

assisting a company in hiring or promoting
personnel, the psychologist must consider
the iob applicant, as well as the employer, to
be a client [o whom he or she has a set of
obligations.

Among these is the obligation to obtain
informed consent. Although the candidate's
willingness to submitto an assessment may be
a condition for being considered for employ-
men[ or promotion, the candidate has a right to
know what is involved and to give or withhold
consent. Although they may disqualify them-
selves fmm the competition if they refuse con-
sent, that is the candidates' pr€rogative and
they must be permitted tn exercise it.

The psychologist must also respect the can-
didates right to review what is being said about
him or her and to approve the release of any
r€port. In preparing a report for an employer
the psychologist is no[ communicating with
another professional and ther€for€ cannol
argue that the rcport is too technical for the
candidate to understand. It, is not clear that
therc is any supportable argument for with-
holding this information from the candidarc. r



The following candidates for registration in | | ter at a meeting of the Board held on January
Onurio werc admitted to the Permanent Regis- | | 13, 1988.

N HTI PERM AN ENT NEG ET RA'VTS

Haber, Mary Beth
Halpern, Anita
Hanson, Karl
Ipp, Hazel
Johnslon, Mary Ann
Kahill, Sophia
Khanna, Arunima
Khanna, Frances
Klempan, Rosalinde
Kolers, Nira
Lawson, Kerry
Leiken. Lovis
Lediett, Vernon
Lieberman,lrwin
Lynch, Patrick
Miller, John L
Owen. Frances

Allan, Michael
Allison, Madhia
Atkinson, Leslie
Bergevin, Jean-Pierre
Brigham, Margaret
Bur[on, Sharon
Billingsley, Ralph
Cernovsky, Zdenek
Dukoff, Stephen
Dyer, Ann
Eamon, Kartn
Fidler, Barbara
Freedman, Sidney
Gembora. Louisa
Graff, Rick
Gragg, Marcia
Gudas. Christine

Persi, Joseph
Pohlman, Cheryl
Reesor, Ken
Roberts, Gloria
Roller, Diane
Ross, Linda
Ryan, David
Shainfarber, Molly
Siegel, Jonathan
Smith, Gerald
Smith, Wanda
Steiner, Leon
Stovart, Dorothy
Sy, Michael
Tbner, Lorna
Tbdiver, Judith
Younger, Alastair

N EW TEM PORANY REGETNA'UIS

Barbara fumstrong
Deborah Baar
Alan Bardikoff
Peter Barr€tt
Susan Berry
Keith Brov,rnlee
Susan Bryant
Stephen Butler
Edward Connors
W Geoffrcy Crealock
Ann Cummings
Yolande Cyr
Ramona Domander
Anthony Donohoe

S"UCE OfiIOBER, 1981

Petra Duschner
Mark Ferland
Michelle Flax
Jospeh Garber
Robert Gates
Marsha Harling
Eugene Hewchuk
Anton Klarich
Peggy Kleinplatz
Beverly-Mae Knight
Ruth Kdrtz
Ginette Lafleche
Debra Lean
Donald Maxwell

Brenda Mclister
Jane[ Munson
Nitza Perlman
Bryan Phillips
Alexandra Quittner
Gorden Reid
Howard Schachter
Lawrence Spreng
CherylThomas
Romeo Vitelli
William Winogron
Raymond Yokubynas
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ORAL EXAMINAT'O'US
The oralexaminations were held in lbronto on
January 11,12,13, 1988. Assisting the Board
in conducting these examinations werc the fol-
lowing psychologists:

J. CARSON BOCK, M.A., Psychologist, Private
Practice;
ANN W CROLL, PH.D., Psychologis[, Otbawa
Roman Catholic Separate School Board;
HBNRY P. EDWARDS, PH.D., Dean, Faculty of
Social Sciences, University of Otbawa;
DIANE E{RR, PH.D., Psychologist, Provincial
Correctional Centre Guelph ;
ROBERT FLEWELLING, PH.D., Psychologist,
0t[awa Board of Education;
J. MICHABL LACROIX. PH.D.. AssociaTe Profes-
sor, York University; Psychological C,onsultant,
Downsview Rehabilitation Centre; Priva[e
practice;
JOHN MCGRORY, PH.D., Chief, Department of
Psychology, Windsor Western Hospital Centre;
MARTY JEAN MCKAY PH.D., Independent
practice, Psychologist ;
BRUCE QUARRINGT'ON, PH.D., Professor,
Department of Psychology and C'onsulr,ant,
Counselling and Development Centre, York
University;
LAURA N. RICE, PH.D., Professor (retired),
Department, of Psychology, York University;
D0RIS SUTHERLAND-ROCHE, PH.D., Psycho-
logist, Private Practice;
RICHARD ROGBRS, PH.D., Senior psycho-
logist, METFORS, Co-ordinator of Research,
Clarke Institute of Psychiatry;
MALCOLM ROSE, PH.D., Staff psychologist,
Cardiac Rehabilitation Cen[re, University of
O[tawa Hear[ Institute;
ELIZABETH T. S0L0M0N, PH.D., Psycho-
logist, Departmen[ of Psychology, Kingston
General Hospital; Assistant Professor, Depart-
ment o[ Psychology, Queen's University;
CATHERTNE J.S. YARROW PH.D., Clinical C,o-
ordinaton Workers' Compensation Board, Psy'
chological Services, Private Practice. I

THE BULLETIN
The Bulletin is published quarterly. Subscrip-
lions for Ontario psychologists arc included in
their r€gistration fea Others may subscribe at
$10.00 per year, or $2.50 per single issue We
will also attempt to satisfy rcquests for back
issues of The Bulletin at the same price. r


